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Chapter 4

Tracking an object using Optimal Kalman Filter (OKF) 

 4.1. OKF for tracking 
 

Individual tracking of people with their possessions is a huge task in the applications 

of video surveillance. The study on tracking defines that tracking people with 

possessions is one object. In computer vision applications, object tracking is very 

important. Earlier many models were proposed on tracking of an object The role of 

tracking is to observe motion parameters such as location, orientation, acceleration, 

velocity, which are obtained using targets. Target tracking is utilized to realize and 

interpret the characteristics of a target which are open to changes in poses, 

illuminations, occlusions, scale, etc [Bashir, F., et al., 2006]. 

With respect to fixed objects, the world has moving objects also. So, a vision system 

which senses and processes continuous stream of observing data and encounter the 

perception of robust images. This is same in machine vision also. The vision system is 

faced with changing world which should be perceived, absorbed by consecutive images. 

But tracking must be movement of objects in an image sequence. In this, the vision 

system will detect the movement of objects on a picture by finding sequential pictures 

from a scene within a duration and identify the path movement. Tracking an object is 

an important era in vision of computers. The enhancement of computers, accessibility 

of low-quality cameras, and requirement for automotive video statistics has made 

attentive towards tracking methods for objects. Now a days, object detection is one of 

the important fields in image processing domains due to the wide usuage in defence. 

Among all the models, mean shift tracking has a key role due to its easier 

implementation, durability, efficiency in computing. Mean shift tracking is a method 

which repeatedly shifts datapoint to an average data point in the neighborhood. It will 

work using a search window which is positioned in a distribution section. In this search 

window, a maximum can be obtained by computation of simple average. This method 

is done repeatedly until the mean shift method will find local maximum, converges. But 

this has limitations such as tracking in a wrong manner. This will affect the tracking 

performance. All the limitations are to be considered to achieve best tracking. A target  
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can be a vehicle, animal, human being, bird, etc. The location of an object which is 

moved in a specific time using a camera is known as tracking. Based on pose variations 

and occlusion imaginations tracking is done [Tsai, D., et al., 2012]. 

In deep learning, object tracking plays an important role where a program takes 

a starting set of detections in an object and gives a unique identity for every initial 

detection and tracks the objects that are detected which moves around frames in a video. 

Tracking an object is a challenge to identify objects in a video and interpret these as a 

group of trajectories with more exactness. There should be an indicator for an object 

which should be tracked. Object tracking in various cases, have various types of input 

footage. The type of input has impact in category, applications in object tracking. There 

are various types of objects tracking like video, visual, image tracking. 

 Video tracking is also a used for tracking an object in which objects which are 

moving are in a video. So, video tracking systems can process live, real-time footage, 

recorded video files. The process which is utilised to execute the challenges of video 

tracking vary which is formed on the type of video input which is targeted. Visual 

tracking is an interesting topic in computer vision which is applied to daily aspects. The 

theme of video tracking is to find future location of visual target which is initiated 

without having remaining video. Image tracking is to detect two-dimensional images 

for an input which is given. Then that image is tracked continuously which moves in a 

setting  [Ma, T., et al., 2012]. 

Tracking an image is best for datasets with high contrast images such as black 

and white, asymmetry, some patterns, multiple identifying differentiations among the 

image of interest, other images in an image set. Tracking an image is based on computer 

vision to find the images once image target is predetermined. Latest object tracking 

techniques are related to real-time videos of any type of camera. Hence, video feed of 

USB, IP camera is used to do tracking an object, by giving individual frames to tracking 

method. Frame skipping and parallelized processing are the techniques to enhance the 

performance of object tracking in real-time with one or more cameras. 

To prevent the issues of changing spatial scales, programmers can introduce 

methods like feature maps, anchor boxes, image pyramids, feature pyramids. 

a) Anchor Boxes  
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These are collection of bounding boxes which have specific height, width. The 

boxes are designed to take scale, aspect ratios of an object. They are taken based on the 

average size of an object among objects in a particular dataset. These allow many  object 

categories to be detected leaving  bounding box coordinates  modified in localization.

b) Feature Maps 

 A feature map is an outer image of a layer when CNN is utilised to take the findings 

of applied filters to a particular input image. They allow deep consideration of features 

which are detected by CNN. Single-shot detectors must consider the problems of 

multiple scales as they detect objects by a CNN framework. This will occur in decrease 

of image detection which are small. Small images will lose signal in down sampling. 

Even if number of objects is equal, down sampling will occur because CNN cannot 

detect small images and count them towards sample size. To solve this, more feature 

maps are utilised which allows single-shot detectors to see objects in CNN layers which 

includes early layers with high resolution images. Single-shot detectors (SSD) is not 

the best method for tiny object tracking due to the toughness they have in detection of 

small objects. 

c) Representation of Images, Feature Pyramids 

Feature pyramids, also called as multi-level feature maps due to their pyramid 

design, which is a solvation for variations in object scale while utilising datasets of 

object tracking. So, feature pyramids design is a useful data with respect to objects of 

various sizes in a top-down indication and will make it easy for object detection of 

changing size. Methods such as image pyramids, feature pyramids are used to prevent 

scaling problems. The feature pyramid is formed on multi-scale feature maps, that uses 

low computation energy than image pyramids. This is due to the image pyramids that 

have a set of resized versions of single input image which are passed to the detector at 

testing. 

d) Occlusion 
In AI vision, which uses deep learning, occlusion will happen if many objects 

are merged very closely. This rises problems for object tracking system as the occluded 

object   track an object improperly. The system gets confused, identifies the initial 

tracked object as new object. Occlusion will prevent this misidentify which allows the 

user to understand in which divisions of an image are prominent for tracking an object 
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system to perform classification. Occlusion sensitivity is a measure 

sensitivity for occlusion in various data regions. It can be performed by small subsets 

of original dataset.  

Tracking an object has many subdivisions as it is a huge usage. Object tracking 

levels vary depending on objects which are tracked. 

a) MOT (Multiple Object Tracking) 

 MOT is stated as an issue to identify more objects in a video and represent them 

as set of trajectories with more correctness. So, multi-object tracking aim to track more 

than single object in digital images. It is also known as multi-target tracking, analyses 

videos to find targets which belongs to more than one predetermined class. 

b) SOT (Single Object Tracking) 

 SOT will create bounding boxes which are given to a tracker formed on first 

frame of input image. SOT is also called as Visual Object Tracking. SOT states that 

one single object is tracked, even in surroundings having other objects. These trackers 

focus on single object which is given than more. The object of interest is calculated in 

the first frame, where the object must be tracked is initiated for first time. SOT is related 

to detection-free tracking division, which states that it needs manual initialising of fixed 

number of objects in the first frame. These objects are then localized in consequential 

frames. The  limitation  of detection-free tracking is that it does not deal with structures 

where new objects appear in  middle frames. SOT designs should track any object that 

is given. 

4.2. Literature Survey 
 Background modelling is used as SRF- single frame differencing, RA- running 

averaging, TMF- Temporal median filter as discussed in [Zhan, C., et al., 2007] and 

[Hung, M.H., et al., 2010]. Later, tracking is performed by using Kalman filter, where 

labelling will use an attached element.TBD-Track before detecting is a process in which 

tracking will be done prior to detecting. Next, the performance of tracking algorithm is 

discussed in [Bashir, F., et al., 2006], [ Nascimento, J., et al., 2004], [Mariano, V.Y., 

et al., 2002], and is assessed by evaluation parameters. Segmentation is done for image  
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retrieval and video summarization. For segmentation in frame objects there are various 

methods. For methodologies discussed in [Bai, X., et al., 2009], [ Yuen, J., et al., 

2009], for certain frames, a symbol is required to start a technique. Next methods which 

will use motion and appearance is used to get object segments in a frame. The 

algorithms discussed in [Sheikh, Y., et al., 2009], [Tsai, D., et al., 2012], requires 

correct target area symbol in basic frame and by using area tracking remaining frames 

are divided as foreground, background regions. Many automatic techniques are 

discussed for object segmentation in frame sequence. The techniques will use motion 

groups as proposed in [Nascimento, J., et al., 2004], [ Bai, X., et al., 2009], [ Yuen, 

J., et al., 2009] for segmentation of an object. The methods in [Sheikh, Y., et al., 2009], 

[ Tsai, D., et al., 2012], [ Vazquez-Reina, A., et al., 2010] will use object look for 

doing segmentation for every frame. After that they use look, movement of object for 

segmentation to get the best findings. The techniques in [Tsai, D., et al., 2012], 

[Grundman, M., et al.,2010], [Xu, C., et al., 2012] will elaborate on spatial, temporal 

set of pixels to perform segmentation. There are many techniques in [Endres, I., et al., 

2010], [Alexe, B., et al., 2010] which explains about how a specific target has arrived. 

The method discussed in [Alexe, B., et al., 2010] separates the target with given images 

which will try to make this issue easy by making a connection between the objects 

which takes side by side frames. In [Ma, T., et al., 2012], the problems are elaborated 

on video object segmentation. In [Teju, V., et al., 2020], detection of an object using 

thermal imaging is discussed using Optimised Feature Selection Algorithm. [Dheeraj, 

D., et al., 2021], [ Suman Kumar, B., et al., 2021], [ Mohammad Haldi, W., et al., 

2021], [ Suguna, P., et al.,2021] illustrated on many classification methods. 

4.3. Research Gap  
 Particle Swarm Optimization [Kennedy, J.K., et al.,2014]is introduced for 

tracking multiple objects. The success of this is found better than standard tracking 

models. It is observed that illumination changes with dynamic background is a 

challenge and will find implementation in soft computing methods. To handle noise, 

occlusions in videos is also a research challenge for which fuzzy logic, evolutionary 

based methods are used. There is development in handling camera jitter, shadow 

detection techniques. So, we must develop methods which handles occlusions, dynamic 

background noisy images, background clutter, etc. One of the traditional methods for 

tracking is mean shift tracking. But the drawback in this is misclassification. 
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4.4. Existing Methods 
  

There are various traditional methods such as Kalman filter, Shannon entropy 

with Kalman filter, Canny edge with Kalman filter. Kalman filter is a minimum-

variance estimate for dynamic systems which has attracted more attentiveness with 

increasing demand of target tracking. Many techniques of Kalman filter were 

introduced to derive optimal state estimation.  The latest developments are Kalman 

filter (KF), Extended Kalman filter (EKF), Unscented Kalman filter (UKF). Issues like 

thickness, converging zone, exactness of a filter are considered. The Kalman filter has 

application in surveillance systems, navigation process, controlling of robots, trajectory 

tracking. The filter is not only restricted to robotics but also for various fields like 

engineering, medicine. Also, the features of each change in this filter are analysed and 

then compared. The Kalman filter introduced a technique for evaluation of 

nonabsorbable state variables formed on observable variables that may have measured 

error. It will enable to identify the hidden state of dynamic linear system. Since this 

filter is a linear, optimal estimator with respect to least-squares perspective because of 

its usage in solving issues, it is required to extend its usage to nonlinear systems.  

The Kalman filter is good than other models used to estimate. The impact on 

environment conditions, errors from measuring devices, selecting incorrect parameter 

will cause system errors in applications. Researchers have introduced various 

modifications in previous years. These changes aim at solving the issues the algorithm 

provides because of increase in complexity of devices for which it is applied, owing to 

accuracy, medicine elaboration, navigation. An analysation of systems in which 

Kalman filter is used is advantage of KF and its variants are simple, capable to give 

correct estimation, prediction findings. 

Shannon entropy with Kalman filter is the amount of information in a variable. 

Entropy of a random variable is average level of data. Shannon proposed a logarithm 

measure of data, theory which includes entropy information. If a variable is more 

stochastic, unpredictable it has more entropy. As a parameter of information, entropy 

is used in many fields like information theory, signal processing, information-theoretic 

learning. Shannon entropy allows various averaging of probabilities by a control 

parameter, and utilised to quantify the uncertainty, randomness of random variables.  
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Canny edge with Kalman filter is a popular edge detection method. The aim of 

canny edge detector is to minimize error, good localization. Figure 4.1 shows the 

proposed methodology of tracking system 

4.5. Proposed Methodology 
. 

 

Figure 4.1. Proposed Tracking system 
In target tracking, taking thermal frames is the basic step. Next, these frames 

should be pre-processed. Pre-processing is removing noise which is included in 

transmitting a frame. Next, background modelling, foreground detection of IR video is 

used. In this research, background modelling is used as temporal median filter, single 

frame differencing, running averaging. Next tracking is implemented by Kalman filter 

and labelling will use a connected component. In TBD, track before detecting, tracking 

is done prior to detecting. Finally, the tracking algorithm performance with selected 

detection algorithm is evaluated by metrics such as false alarm rate, accuracy, 

sensitivity, positive predictive value. 

The constraint which selects a region of an object is a problem known as 

maximum weighted cliques to evaluate the original region of a particular object in a 

series of frames at the same time. All these problems are not deterministic and the issue 
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of Nphard is an enhanced model which is utilised to give a solvation for this issue. 

There are segmentation models which are formed on object proposal. The basic 

constraint is that for each model, the received plan of a target will not depend on plan 

of target from upcoming frame. The next constraint is that the findings of segmentation 

will reduce as each model will not find the shape of the target beside frames, which will 

find the similarity of a region. Hence, the proposed tracking model will overcome all 

these constraints and the performance will be much better.  

There are various models which are used in target tracking. All these models 

are having low performance and due to this misclassification will occur. Tracking will 

be done by representing a target, localization or with a filtering procedure and data 

association. Target representing, localization is a bottom-top model which should 

overcome with change in looking of a target. There are normal indications for a target 

and models of localization such as kernel, contour, tracking of a blob. The process of 

filtering, data association is an up -down method which deals with dynamics of an 

object to be tracked, learning of every frame to do tracking of an object, and evaluating 

hypotheses. The filters used for tracking are linear, non-linear, optimal Bayesian. There 

are three types of tracking called as Point, kernel, silhouette tracking. 

  With utilisation of faster detection model, the central location of objects which 

are moving are detected. Due to the noise and constraint of detection model, a depiction 

of central location in some cases it will not show the exact object location that is 

moving. If more objects are tracked, locations are necessary to show the correct location 

to track each object. With the proposed tracking, we should get an optimal estimation 

of path for every object to get the best object tracking that are moving with occlusions. 

 In the proposed tracking algorithm, we obtain optimal features from candidate 

frame by using OFSA in which the input is feature vector of the proposed tracking 

algorithm. Next, we can evaluate the correlations among the optimal features, mapping 

them to a tracking point vector by using Optimal Kalman Filter. Next, we can track the 

objects on frames with mapped features. 

The proposed model for tracking is designed using Kalman filter. In thermal 

imaging, the ability to track an object which is moving is done with a Kalman filter as 

in Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.2. 

                           (4.1)           
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                    (4.2)           

Where A = {p, q}, p, q indicates an object centre location in parallel, perpendicular 

direction. 

 wm, m v = noises in state, measure which are white noise and 

 m = time duration between   side-by-side frames. 

size of a region is to be changed according to evaluated correctness of Kalman each one 

will take dimension as a change in reference to centre of each frame. Consider everyone 

will indicate probable position of an object A = {p, q}, that is coded with 16-bit code 

that is gray. In this, low 8 bits=p position, high 8 bits=q position. The reason for 

choosing a code which is gray is that the value in coding of successive numerals has 1 

bit difference. If the dissimilarity in code is more then it will have impact on matching 

accuracy of OFSA, convergence. The estimated region which is indicated by Kalman 

filter is divided into   X × Y blocks where X, Y =1/4 object width, height. For 2 MN 

singles, we must perform sorting as per fitness in decreased way and select the 

candidate frame. Then m is done permanently and used for the evolution of genetic and 

the result is the iteration number. Hence the objective model is a square shape district 

loped on a point y* and consists of n focuses given as {x i} i=1, , n  

 The target calculation is indicated as in Equation (4.3) and Equation (4.4). 

q^(y ) ={q^u(y )} u=1, , m                                                  (4.3) 

                   (4.4) 

 C1 = normalization constant as ) =1, k(x) = function of profile of fitness 

function, h1 = width of a window of k

satisfies , b(x i) is a value which is quantized of a pixel in x i. The target 

candidate cantered on a point y is shown with function histogram given 

as p^(y)={p^u(y)} u=1, , m as shown in Equation (4.5). 

              (4.5) 
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 C2 = constant of normalization as , s =complete numerical of points 

in   a rectangle location of a target candidate, h2 = width of a window of k(x).KE(x) is 

best fitness functions which are calculated as in Equation (4.6).  

KE(x)

   

 

Optimal Kalman Filter Algorithm 

Step 1: From image sequences an input frame is taken 

Step 2: The frame should be pre-processed 

Step 3: Feature extraction is done using OFSA 

Step 4: A feature vector is to be constructed 

Step 5: The input to Kalman filter is optimal feature vector 

Step 6: From the features which use statistical operations, evaluate the object points 

Step 7: Execute fusion step and integrate extracted coordinates to optimal features 

Step 8: Bounding box should be drawn from detected pixels on a frame 

Step 9: Step 4 should be repeated from continuous images 

Step 10: From an image, track the objects 
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4.6. Results and Discussion 
 

Figure 4.2 shows the reading of continuous frames for tracking an object. Figure 4.3 

shows a candidate frame which gets the features and store in database Figure 4.4 

shows object on the frame with optimal features and coefficients of an object pointed. 

 

Figure 4.2. Reading the continuous frames for tracking an object 
 

 

Figure 4.3. Candidate frame gets the features and store in the database 
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Figure 4.4. Object on the frame with optimal features and coefficients of an object is 
pointed. 
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Table 4.1. illustrates the subjective results in which proposed optimal Kalman filter 

(OKF) is compared with Kalman filter (KF), Canny edge with Kalman filter (CEKF), 

SEKF (Shannon entropy with Kalman filter). Table 4.2. shows objective test results. 

Figure 4.5 describes the performance graphically. 

Table 4.1. Subjective Test Results 
 

Input 

Frames 

Pre-processed 

output  

Kalman Filter Proposed Optimal 

Kalman Filter 

 
  

Input 

Frame 

Pre-Processed 

output 

Canny edge with 

Kalman Filter 

Shannon entropy with 

Kalman filter 
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Table 4.2. Objective Test Results 
 

 

In table 4.2, TP=True positive, FP= False positive, FN=False negative, 

                   PPV=Positive predictive value 

 

Algorithm Total 

Frames 

TP 

 

FP FN Sensitivity PPV False 

alarm  

Rate 

Accuracy 

Proposed 

Optimal 

Kalman 

Filter 

(OKF)  

 

 

512 

 

 

440 

 

 

30 

 

 

42 

 

 

0.936 

 

 

0.966 

 

 

0.36 

 

 

0.99 

Kalman 

filter (KF) 

 

512 

 

435 

 

25 

 

41 

 

0.862 

 

0.852 

 

0.125 

 

0.93 

Canny 

edge 

with 

Kalman 

filter 

(CEKF) 

 

512 

 

432 

 

27 

 

40 

 

0.756 

 

0.789 

 

0.235 

 

0.82 

Shannon 

entropy 

withKalm

anfilter 

(SEKF) 

 

512 

 

432 

 

25 

 

40 

 

0.723 

 

0.763 

 

0.256 

 

0.79 
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Figure 4.5. Performance Analysis 

4.7. Conclusion 
The proposed Optimal Kalman Filter has best performance in tracking of targets. The 

proposed Optimal Kalman Filter model has evaluation parameters as Accuracy=0.99, 

sensitivity=0.936, PPV=0.966, False alarm rate=0.036, TP=440, FP=30, FN=42. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


